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Introduction

Heavy ion collisions at relativistic ener-
gies are performed to create and character-
ize Quark Gluon plasma (QGP), a phase of
strongly interacting matter at high energy
density where quarks and gluons are no longer
bound within hadrons. Quarkonia state (J/ψ
and Υ) have been one of the most popular
tools since their suppression was proposed as
a signal of QGP [1]. In this paper, we cal-
culate the quarkonia production and suppres-
sion in a kinetic model which includes disso-
ciation due to thermal gluons, modification
of yield due to change in parton distribution
functions inside nucleus and due to collisions
with comover hadrons. Regeneration by ther-
mal heavy quark pairs is also taken into ac-
count. Our goal is to obtain the nuclear mod-
ification factor of quarkonia as a function of
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FIG. 1: Calculated nuclear modification factor
(RAA) as a function of J/ψ transverse momentum
compared with ALICE measurements.
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transverse momentum and centrality of colli-
sion to be compared with experimental data
from LHC.

Modification of Quarkonia in pres-

ence of QGP

In the kinetic approach [2], the proper
time (τ) evolution of the quarkonia popula-
tion NQO is given by the rate equation

dNQO

dτ
= −λDρgNQO + λF

N2
QQ̄

V (τ)
(1)

where V (τ) is the volume of the deconfined
spatial region and NQQ̄ is the number of ini-
tial heavy quark pairs produced per event de-
pending on the centrality (Npart). The λD is
the dissociation rate obtained by the dissoci-
ation cross-section averaged over the momen-
tum distribution of gluons and λF is the for-
mation rate obtained by the formation cross-
section averaged over the momentum distribu-
tions of Q and Q̄. ρg is the density of thermal
gluons. The number of quarkonia at freeze-out
time τf is given by solution of Eq. (1) as

NQO(pT ) = S(pT )N
PbPb
QO (pT ) +NF

QO(pT )

Here N0
QO(pT ) is the number of initially pro-

duced quarkonia (including shadowing) as a
function of pT and S(pT ) is their survival
probability from gluon collisions at freeze-out
time τf and is written as

S(pT ) = exp

(

−

∫ τf

τ0

f(τ)λD(T, pT ) ρg(T ) dτ

)

The temperature T (τ) and the QGP fraction
f(τ) evolve from initial time τ0 to freeze-out
time τf due to expansion of QGP. The initial
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FIG. 2: Calculated nuclear modification factor
(RAA) as a function of NPart compared with AL-
ICE measurements at LHC.

temperatures and thus the evolution is depen-
dent on Npart. N

F
QO(pT ) is the number of re-

generated quarkonia per event and is given by

NF
QO(pT ) = S(pT )N

2
QQ̄

∫ τf

τ0

λF(T, pT )

V (τ)S(τ, pT )
dτ

The nuclear modification factor (RAA) can
be written as

RAA(pT ) = S(pT )R(pT ) +
NF

QO(pT )

N
pp
QO(pT )

(2)

Here R(pT ) is the shadowing factor. RAA as
a function of collision centrality is calculated
by integrating over pT coverage of different ex-
periments [3, 4].

The suppression of quarkonia by comoving
pions is calculated by folding the quarkonium-
pion dissociation cross section (σI) over ther-
mal pion distributions. Effect of hadronic co-
movers is obtained by assuming same interac-
tion cross-section for both J/ψ and Υ.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 show different contributions in nu-
clear modification factor (RAA) of J/ψ as a

function of transverse momentum compared
with ALICE measurements [3]. At low pT , re-
generation of J/ψ is the dominant process and
this seems to be the process for the enhance-
ment of J/ψ in the ALICE low pT data. The
gluon suppression is also more at low pT and
it reduces as we move to high pT . We have
also calculated RAA as a function of system
size. Figure 2 shows different contributions
of J/ψ nuclear modification factor as a func-
tion of system size along with the measure-
ments by ALICE [3]. It indicates that J/ψ’s
are increasingly suppressed when system size
grows. Since the number of regenerated J/ψ’s
also grow the nuclear modification factor re-
mains flat for most of the centrality regions.

Summary

We estimate the modification of quarkonia
yields due to different processes in the medium
produced in PbPb collisions at LHC energy. A
kinetic model is employed which incorporates
quarkonia suppression inside expanding QGP,
suppression due to hadronic comovers and re-
generation from charm pairs. The menifes-
tations of these effects in different kinematic
regions in the nuclear modification factors for
both J/ψ and Υ has been compared with mea-
surements [3, 4].
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